
Binomila law and sampling 

 

 

 

Exercise 1 (4.5 pts) 

During an election campaign, 40% of the voters say they will vote for candidate C. Randomly and 
independently, 25 voters are asked for whom they will vote. X is the random variable associated with 
the number of voters for C. Say whether the following sentences are true or false and justify your 
answer. 

 
a. X has a binomial distribution B(25;0.4) 

b.   241 1 25 0 4 0 6P X . .    
    

 

c.      15 17 17 15P X P X P X       

 

Exercise 2(3 pts) 

Using the calculator : 

1. Calculate :  
10

2

 
 
 

  
25

20

 
 
 

 

2. Consider the random variable X distributed as B(50;0.4) .  

Calculate :   2P X    0P X    1P X   

Exercise 3(5.5 pts) 

Consider a small town in southern France with a class of 1°ES containing 8 students. At the end of 
their brilliant school year, each of them (even …..! as we assume miracles can occur) has 8 chances 
out of 10 to reach the Tle ES class next year (independently one from the others). 

A. Calculate the probability of the following events : 
1. Exactly 3 students will repeat their 1°ES. 
2. All of them will be in Tle next year. 
3. All of them will repeat his 1°ES. 
4. At least one of them will repeat his 1°ES. 

B. What is the expected value of the number of students in Tle ES next year. 
 

Exercise 4(3 pts) 

Mike puts a CD containing 20 tracks in his reader and runs a shuffle reading. After 5 tracks have 
been read, what is the probability of the following events : (round to 0.001) 
1. The first track has been read only once. 
2. The first track has been read at least once. 
3. The first track has not been read. 

 

Exercise 5(4 pts) 

A candidate answers randomly a MCQ containing 20 questions. At each question, he has to choose 
among 4 proposals, only one of them being correct. Let X be the random variable associated with 
the number of correct answers. 

 
1. What is the probability distribution of X ?  
2. Calculate the expected value of X. What does it represent ? 
3. Calculate the probability for the candidate to have no correct answers. 
4. Calculate the probability for the candidate to have at most one wrong answer. 
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